
Dungeon 591 

Chapter 591 Battle Royale 

The old black dragon was dumbfounded. Lu Benwei and the others attacked too suddenly, and they did 

not react for a moment. 

“Humans, thank you for your help! When the Crown Prince ascends the throne in the future, this old 

man will definitely remember your kindness!” 

At this moment, he and Li Tiancheng joined forces to kill one of Cang Shi’s subordinates. Black blood 

splattered several feet. 

Li Tiancheng laughed to himself. 

“Lightning Magic: Evil Shine!” 

Chu Yan walked in the air, and purple lightning surrounded her body. She was extremely beautiful. 

Under her waterfall-like black hair, her skin was as white as snow. Compared to the past, Chu Yan’s eyes 

were less unruly and more mature. 

Purple lightning surrounded the area, destroying all calamities. Every purple lightning bolt was filled with 

killing intent. 

“Rumble!” 

The lightning bolt pierced through the body of a level-70 black dragon, leaving a bloody hole in its 

abdomen. Black blood gushed out like a river. 

The black dragon screamed and retreated quickly. 

Seeing this, Wang Zining followed up with another attack! 

“Angelic Wings!” 

Six wings grew out of her back, looking extremely holy. Her long hair had turned golden, dancing in the 

wind like a burning flame. 

A faint golden light flowed out of Wang Zining’s eyes. Holding the Flaming Blade, 81 beams of Holy Fire 

of Judgment descended from the sky. 

The beams shot across the sky and pressed down. Each beam emitted a terrifying power of judgment. 

They gathered and exploded with terrifying killing intent. 

When the people of the Furious Dragon Legion caught a glimpse of this scene, they gasped and said in 

shock, “So this is the power of the direct descendants of the Holy Family?” 

The Holy Fire of Judgment burned fiercely, like a fire that could burn the world. Wang Zining was bathed 

in the divine fire, and the blade of flowing fire in her hand released the power of judgment that could 

punish all evil in the world, slashing at Nine Nether’s body thousands of times. 

Cang Shi was furious. It had been waiting for this day for too long. It had been deducing the variables 

day and night. However, no matter how much it calculated, it did not expect humans to participate! 



“Roar!” 

Cang Shi was extremely furious. It roared and spat out a demonic flame that could burn the world! 

The scales all over its body stood up, reflecting the light of the demonic flame as if he was made of 

molten iron. The tongues of fire raged, and the demonic flames rolled down like a dark cloud. 

“Quickly hide inside!” 

Lu Benwei took out the Bronze Temple and had everyone enter it to avoid the world-destroying 

demonic flames. 

“Boom!” 

The flame had a temperature of 10,000 degrees and could refine everything in the world. 

The Bronze Temple stood in the center of the flames, its entire body flickering with divine light, 

dissolving the demonic flames that burned the world. 

It was a supreme divine weapon that surpassed legendary weapons. No one knew its origin. 

At this moment, the sun, moon, stars, birds, and monsters on the outer walls of the Bronze Temple 

seemed to have come alive. The sun, moon, and stars rotated as birds and monsters flew through the 

forest. Their outlines were clear and shining with divine splendor. 

Cang Shi Yi roared and flapped its wings to circle in the sky. Its speed was extremely fast, and its wings 

flapped with wind and thunder. 

Lu Benwei’s face hurt from the wind, and his eyes almost narrowed into a slit. 

“Go to hell!” Cang Shi was furious and waved its claws to tear the void apart! 

Instantly, the mountains collapsed, the rocks shattered into dust, and the giant trees turned into wood 

shavings that shot into the sky. 

Lu Benwei activated the Bronze Temple to block, and the bronze walls immediately emitted a brilliant 

light. 

“Clang!” 

The sharp claws cut through the air, creating dazzling sparks in the Bronze Temple and making bone-

chilling sounds. 

The power of a level-94 monster king was too terrifying. Although the Bronze Temple had helped Lu 

Benwei block most of the damage, the tyrannical force sent it flying. 

Lu Benwei coughed out large mouthfuls of blood and was almost torn into pieces by Cang Shi! 

At the same time, hundreds of powerful monsters were engaged in a brutal battle on the battlefield not 

far away, turning the Black Dragon Clan’s territory into an ancient and desolate battlefield. 

Hundreds of black dragons flapped their wings and breathed out demonic flames, burning everything on 

the ground. Wherever they passed, it was a scorched land, and no living beings could survive. 



The roars of all kinds of monsters and the shouts of the soldiers of the Furious Dragon Legion were 

deafening! 

Countless corpses fell, and fresh blood dyed the ground red. Many huge monsters fell, and in the next 

second, they were trampled into a bloody paste by other monsters. They ended up in such a messy 

state! 

The monsters and humans were all bloodthirsty. No one knew who their opponent was, and there was 

only one word in their eyes – kill! 

The mountain rocks shattered, and the earth cracked. Monsters and humans fought together on the 

surface. All kinds of offensive techniques were used, and heat firearms joined the battlefield. 

The Six-tailed Crocodile was filled with the soldiers of the Furious Dragon Legion. They held firearms and 

their huge bodies were filled with guns and ammunition. 

“Bang, bang, bang!” 

The bullets made of copper were engraved with formations to kill the enemy. They could pierce into the 

steel-like body of a monster and explode, causing blood to spray dozens of feet high from time to time. 

An expert of the Black Dragon Clan roared angrily. He waved his powerful claws and teeth, tearing apart 

the body of a monster every time. It fought crazily while bathed in blood! Its gaze was aimed at the Six-

tailed Crocodile, ready to tear its body into two! 

“Quickly help me!” 

The crocodile noticed that the enemy was attacking from the sky and asked the soldiers of the Furious 

Dragon Legion on his back for help. 

“Bang, bang, bang!” 

Countless guns turned and aimed at the black dragon in the sky. 

“Bang, bang, bang!” 

The bullets flew out rapidly. Each of them was engraved with a formation and was extremely sharp. 

When they entered the black dragon’s body, a piece of his flesh exploded, and blood splattered like 

heavy rain. 

“Roar!” 

The black dragon roared angrily and exploded in the sky like thunder. It was 30 meters long and looked 

like a small mountain. 

At the same time, another black dragon flew over. That one belonged to a different camp and 

mistakenly thought that the crocodile was with them. 

It spread its wings and soared into the sky, clashing with the black dragon that was the size of a small 

mountain! 

“Bang!” 



The black dragon’s body was extremely tough and could be said to be indestructible. When the two 

collided, it was louder than thunder. The aftershock really cracked the ground! 

Just as the two black dragons were locked in battle, the crocodile opened his mouth and spat out a 

purple galaxy. 

“Demonic Light Destroys Rivers and Mountains!” 

At this moment, he gathered the power of the essence of the sun and moon together and shot out a 

terrifying demonic light. It was terrifying and boundless. It pierced through the world, one after another, 

endless. 

The sky was dazzling, and the sun, moon, mountains, and rivers were trembling. 

Many monsters were drowned in this shocking demonic light, wailing and screaming! 

The two black dragons were also annihilated by the demonic light and no longer existed! 

Chapter 592 A World-Destroying Battle 

The Six-tailed Crocodile opened his mouth and released a world-destroying demonic light. Countless 

monster corpses lay on the ground, alarming many people. 

The old dragon realized that something was wrong and shouted at Lu Benwei, “What are you guys doing 

here?” 

Lu Benwei did not hide it and replied in a deep voice, “Slaughter the monsters!” 

“How dare you?!” 

The old dragon understood that it had been tricked, and the fire in its heart rose. 

“Boom!” 

It waved its hand and shot out a ball of demonic flames. It was extremely terrifying. 

Right at this moment, the black water in the pond started to boil violently. A terrifying beam of light 

burst out from the water and pierced through the old black dragon’s body in an instant, tearing off one 

of its wings. 

Then, a shocking roar came from the bottom of the water. People’s souls were trembling, and many 

monsters knelt. 

“Dragon King!” the old black dragon roared. 

The lake water in the black pool evaporated violently, and steam rushed out. In a short moment, the 

boundless black pool was about to evaporate. 

The pool was a magnificent palace that was as tall as the mountain. The current Dragon King lived here, 

and it was filled with extremely dense darkness power. 

“Chu Tianxiong, it’s you!” The black dragon roared angrily. 

Then, dozens of demonic lights burst out from the magnificent palace, and the ground began to tremble. 



“Rumble!” 

The palace collapsed, and the kings of the Furious Dragon Legion were fighting against the Black Dragon 

King! 

Chu Tianxiong took the lead, bathing in the power of the various elements. His eyes radiated a supreme 

battle intent, exuding an aura of absolute dominance. 

He fought against the Black Dragon King until the sky turned dark and the mountains and rivers lost their 

light. 

“Chu Tianxiong, this will be your burial ground!” 

The Black Dragon King’s roar shook the mountains and rivers. Even though it was already half-crippled 

and was about to die, the aura emitted from its body made people feel oppressed and difficult to 

breathe. It was like the prayer of the Death God from hell. 

“Old Dragon King, you and I have fought a few times. Now that your vitality is exhausted, let me send 

you on your way!” Chu Tianxiong replied coldly. 

Under the pressure of a peerless level-96 king, Chu Tianxiong was calm and composed. He was indeed 

the strongest human in the world. 

The Black Dragon King stretched out its hand and grabbed Chu Tianxiong. A powerful aura accompanied 

it. It was like an ocean bursting its banks and a nebula exploding. It was extremely powerful. 

Chu Tianxiong waved his hand, and the earth elements formed a giant wall, isolating the attack and 

returning the starry sky to its peaceful state. 

It was just a simple collision, but terrifying ripples spread out and spread for thousands of miles. Cracks 

appeared in the void, and the wind and clouds scattered. 

Lu Benwei was shocked. This was just a simple collision between the two of them. If they really fought, 

what kind of scene would it cause? 

The two of them had been confronting each other for a long time. In the end, the Black Dragon King 

could not hold it in anymore. 

It was resting in its chambers, but Chu Tianxiong and the other kings of the Furious Dragon Legion 

ambushed him. Fortunately, it knew that a storm would gather here today, so it had been on guard 

against its surroundings, preventing Chu Tianxiong and the others from succeeding. 

However, it could not bear to be humiliated. It wanted to kill this peerless human expert before it died! 

“Kill them!” 

The Black Dragon King roared. Its demonic might was peerless, and the sky trembled as if it was 

frightened. 

It flapped its wings and rushed forward. Its body was terrifying to the extreme, and it was like a planet 

crashing over. 



Chu Tianxiong roared, and the elemental energy around his body released a dazzling divine light that 

covered the sky and earth as he attacked the Black Dragon King! 

At this moment, he circulated the bloodline power of the Elemental God King to fight against the Black 

Dragon King. He attacked with all his might and instantly used thousands of killing techniques! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

Sparks flew out from the scales on the body of the Black Dragon King. Each elemental power contained 

unparalleled power and turned into a colorful divine sword. It slashed out countless times and launched 

a peerless attack on the Black Dragon King! 

Around them, the sky collapsed, and the primeval void was punched out, shocking everyone! 

Against Chu Tianxiong’s peerless attack, the Black Dragon King’s wings flapped open and closed. Strong 

gales and black lightning accompanied it, turning the divine swords formed by the power of thousands 

of elements into dust. 

“Boom!” 

The sky completely exploded and began to collapse. The first confrontation between two experts had 

created such a world-destroying situation. It was extremely shocking! 

Chu Tianxiong’s expression was cold, but his heart was burning with anxiety. 

Their battle was bound to attract the attention of the other monsters. Monsters might have different 

interests, but when it came to humans, they were all the same. So, he had to end this quickly! 

“Let’s work together to kill the Black Dragon King!” Chu Tianxiong roared. 

The Black Dragon King also understood that it was the target of the Furious Dragon Legion, so he 

shouted at the same time, “Stop them!” 

It was the supreme being of the Black Dragon Clan. Even though it was about to die, its dignity still 

existed, instantly stopping the killing disputes between the tribal officials. 

Countless figures rose into the sky and surrounded the experts of the Furious Dragon Legion. 

At this moment, a silver river suddenly appeared in the sky. The power of the stars was in strands, 

emitting a powerful might. 

“Star Shattering Fist!” 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei swung his fists and threw out a Star Shattering Fist. 

Starlight swept through the universe and descended from thousands of high altitudes, forming a galaxy 

that blocked the experts of the Black Dragon Clan. 

Li Tiancheng took out his legendary-grade golden longsword and brandished it! 

“The sword energy swept across 30,000 miles, and the sword light chilled the 19 continents!” 



A huge golden colossus descended from the sky, stepping across the sky. It held the same longsword as 

Li Tiancheng’s. It looked majestic and majestic, like a divine weapon. 

The Divine Weapon Colossus and Li Tiancheng blocked the many monster powerhouses together. At the 

same time, they waved the golden longsword in their hands and continuously slashed out shocking 

sword qi! 

“Buzz! Buzz! Buzz!” 

The domineering sword qi swept across the world. Each sword qi was as thick as a bucket, but it was 

incomparably sharp. It was like a flood dragon coming out of its hole. Its aura was like a huge mountain 

collapsing. It was invincible. Every attack seemed to be able to penetrate the sky! 

The sky and the earth were trembling. Starlight and sword qi filled half of the sky. Lu Benwei and Li 

Tiancheng’s bodies erupted with blazing divine light. They were filled with fighting spirit and killing 

intent. 

The hearts of countless monsters were pounding. How old were these two young humans? Their 

combat strength had already reached such a level. In time, they would become the great enemies of the 

monster clans! 

“Roar!” 

The monsters roared in anger and unleashed their strongest attacks, clashing with Lu Benwei and Li 

Tiancheng. 

The moment the skills clashed, the light was incomparably dazzling. The entire sky was lit up, causing all 

the stars in the night to dim. 

At this moment, a terrifying fluctuation came from the starry sky. The Black Dragon King coughed out 

blood, and half of its body was torn apart. 

“Chu Tianxiong! How dare you invade my territory! You injured my subjects, you deserve to die!” 

The vice-captain of the Furious Dragon Legion turned into a giant golden wolf. When he opened his 

mouth, his upper and lower jaws could withstand the heavens and earth! 

“We can leave if you want us to,” he said mockingly, “Hand over your heart, bones, and blood, and we’ll 

leave immediately!” 

Chapter 593 Battle of Kings 

“You’re courting death!” 

The Black Dragon King was furious. It flapped its wings and attacked. 

The demonic light around its body was bright, like balls of demonic flames burning fiercely. Its powerful 

demonic claws flickered with a terrifying cold light, and wherever they passed, the void was destroyed. 

The vice-captain of the Furious Dragon Legion transformed into a giant golden wolf. His entire body 

seemed to be made of gold, and he had a sacred and indestructible power. 



“Roar!” 

He howled and opened his giant jaw that could open the sky, pouncing forward! 

“Clang!” 

A cold light flashed and sparks flew everywhere! 

The sharp claws of the Black Dragon King collided with the fangs of the golden wolf. Golden light and 

demonic light filled the sky, and it was extremely dazzling. 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

The two of them collided in an earth-shattering manner. Their sharp claws and sharp teeth collided 

thousands of times in a short moment. The bone-piercing noise made people’s teeth ache and their 

bones shiver. The speed of the battle between the two sides was so fast that it made people speechless! 

“Boom!” 

A golden figure fell. It was the vice-captain of the Furious Dragon Legion, the golden wolf! 

Even though the Black Dragon King was about to fall, the might of a level-96 king was still unmatched. 

“In the battle between these two, did the Black Dragon King win?” 

On the monsters’ side, they were very excited. It was as if Chu Tianxiong’s head would fall to the ground 

in the next second. 

However, at this moment, the figure of the Black Dragon King appeared. Dense golden wounds 

appeared on his body, continuously corroding its flesh and blood. 

The Black Dragon King was severely injured in the battle with the golden wolf! The monster clans’ 

powerful bloodline power could not heal it! 

“Dragon King!” 

The monster experts led by the old black dragon roared in grief. 

The Black Dragon King’s body was already in an extremely bad state. It could not even heal from the 

most basic superficial injuries! 

“Little ones, I haven’t fallen yet! Watch me trample these lowly humans under my feet!” 

The Black Dragon King flapped its wings and roared. 

With a loud bang, a thunderous sound came from the body of the Black Dragon King. It was as if the 

Yangtze River was surging in its body! 

“Dragon King! Are you going to burn your own bloodline to kill these lowly humans?!” the old black 

dragon asked in shock. 

The Black Dragon King did not respond. Instead, it roared at Chu Tianxiong, “Chu Tianxiong, the Furious 

Dragon Legion, you have massacred so many of our fellow monsters. Today, let me give them an 

explanation!” 



The kings of the Furious Dragon Legion responded angrily, a ball of fire burning in their chests. “Who will 

explain to the humans who died at the hands of your monster clans?” 

“That’s because you humans are weak and incompetent!” 

“Then the monsters that I killed are all useless trash!” 

The current conflict between the two sides had already become a grudge between humans and 

monsters for thousands of years. It was already impossible to reconcile! 

“Kill them!” 

The level-90 kings of the Furious Dragon Legion were enraged. Furious Dragon Battle Armor appeared 

on their bodies, and their divine might and combat strength were unparalleled! 

“Boom!” 

The Black Dragon King flapped its wings, and demonic light overflowed from its body. Like a meteor, it 

attacked. 

At this moment, it was surrounded by black wind and thunder with destructive power. Wherever it 

passed, the sky collapsed as if it wanted to destroy the world! 

Chu Tianxiong charged forward with his elemental might and killing intent! 

“Mountain Sea Seal!” 

The earth element trembled and condensed a mountain that was as majestic as a meteor for Chu 

Tianxiong. The moment it appeared, it almost crushed the sky! 

Lu Benwei was shocked. “So, the Mountain Sea Seal is so powerful. Compared to Commander Chu’s 

Mountain Seal, mine is like comparing a firefly to the bright moon!” 

At this moment, the Black Dragon King roared angrily. It spread out claws and waved out black demonic 

flames that burned the sky. They flowed endlessly and formed a sea of black demonic flames that was 

like an ocean. 

In the sky, Chu Tianxiong hugged the mountain and charged at the black dragon! 

The Black Dragon King kept waving its right claw, urging the world-burning demonic flames to refine 

everything in the sky. 

“Boom!” 

The great mountain collapsed, and the blazing demonic flames fell like a meteor shower toward the 

ground. 

The land was occupied by the monster clans’ troops. They were mercilessly submerged by the Demonic 

Flame Meteor Rain. Countless monsters were affected. The demonic flame with the power of darkness 

mercilessly refined the monsters one after another! 

“Chu Tianxiong, you don’t have any morals!” 



The Black Dragon King was furious after it knew that it had fallen into Chu Tianxiong’s trap. 

“You forced me to do this!” 

Then, its claw reached out and broke the void! 

On the battlefield of the third team, the Six-tailed Crocodile and a large number of soldiers of the 

Furious Dragon Legion were fighting bloody battles! 

Right now, he had turned into a mobile military fortress, shuttling back and forth on the battlefield like a 

war machine. 

“Boom!” 

The sky exploded, and a huge black claw filled the sky. 

The crocodile looked up, and his expression instantly changed! Above his head, it was as if a black 

continent was pressing down on him. 

The giant black claw was boundless and filled the sky. It was covered in numerous scales, and purple-

black demonic light seeped out from between the scales. It was filled with terrifying power. 

“Why are you suddenly venting your anger on us?” 

The giant crocodile mocked, then opened his mouth and exhaled a purple demonic light that was like a 

galaxy. 

The demonic light could destroy rivers and mountains! 

He was a monster. He relied on absorbing the essence of the sun and moon as his power. At this 

moment, he gathered the power of the essence of the sun and moon together and shot out a terrifying 

demonic light. It was terrifying and boundless. It pierced through the world, one after another, and it 

was endless. The sky was dazzling, and the sun, moon, mountains, and rivers trembled. 

“Boom!” 

The demonic light struck the giant black claw, creating an explosive ball of fire. 

As the smoke dispersed, the giant black claw continued to attack him. 

The terrifying demonic light only tore off a few scales. 

“Big Brother, it can’t be that bad, right?” 

The crocodile panicked. His four short legs moved quickly, trying to escape from the claw of the Black 

Dragon King! 

However, the range of the Black Dragon King’s giant claw was too large. It was like a boundless 

continent falling. 

At this critical moment, Guan Lou stood up. He took out the head of a bear clan, which was engraved 

with array patterns, and threw it into the air. 

“Bear Swallows the Sea!” 



The array patterns lit up, and the head opened like a black hole in the air. 

“Woo!” 

Its huge mouth began to suck in the wind, which would offset the black dragon’s attack. It was an 

extremely powerful array. 

At this moment, Chu Tianxiong once again launched a monstrous attack. All kinds of elemental powers 

surged, and the light shone brightly! 

The Black Dragon King was shocked. Its eyelids twitched wildly. For the first time, it had a bad feeling. 

It flapped its wings frantically, and the scales on its body made cracking sounds. Its exhausted blood qi 

began to surge, and the roar was deafening. 

“Boom!” 

Chapter 594 Request for Help 

This was an extremely terrifying scene. 

All kinds of elemental powers trembled and blasted out at the same time. It was like a great river 

blasting out in the starry sky. Nothing could stop it. 

The Black Dragon King flapped its wings and fled. This was the first time it had seen such a terrifying 

scene in its life! 

“Stop him!” 

The Furious Dragon Legion’s kings flew out together and charged at the Black Dragon King! 

All kinds of killing techniques were unleashed, and the rumbling sounds were deafening, crushing the 

starry sky. 

“Rumble!” 

Together with Chu Tianxiong, they turned the heavens into a cage, trapping the Black Dragon King. It 

was drowned by all kinds of skills, and its demon blood flowed! 

“No!” 

“Black Dragon King!” 

The experts of the Black Dragon Clan trembled. Their spiritual pillar was in danger! 

“My comrades, let’s charge into the starry sky and save the Black Dragon King!” The old black dragon 

roared. 

The powerhouses of the Black Dragon Clan and the monsters of the affiliated monster clans charged into 

the sky in unison, wanting to save the Black Dragon King! 

“How dare you with us here!” Lu Benwei held the Ancient Sword of Clarity and swung it in a semicircle. 



Boundless destructive power was condensing, and the destructive sword light released was destructive, 

blocking the night sky! 

Many monster powerhouses were drowned one after another, beaten into balls of bloody mist! 

Li Tiancheng rushed over with a legendary-grade longsword in his hand, brandishing an unparalleled 

sword qi. 

“Buzz! Buzz! Buzz!” 

The domineering sword qi swept across the world, invincible! 

Each of the sharp sword qi was like a dragon coming out of its cave. The aura they emitted could shatter 

the sky and tear monsters into pieces. 

“Me too!” Wang Zining shouted. 

The Holy Fire of Judgment soared through the sky and pierced through the void. Its power made 

people’s souls tremble. 

Six wings grew out of her back, and she looked like an angel that had descended from the heavens. Her 

beauty was accompanied by endless killing intent. Her long hair had turned golden, dancing in the wind 

like a burning flame. 

A faint golden light flowed out of Wang Zining’s eyes. Holding the Flaming Blade, 81 beams of Holy Fire 

of Judgment descended from the sky. 

Eighty-one holy beams of judgment shot across the sky and pressed down. Each beam emitted a 

terrifying power of judgment. They gathered and exploded with terrifying killing intent. This was the 

holy power of judgment, which could truly harm all disasters! 

The Holy Fire of Judgement burned fiercely, like a fire that could burn the world. Wang Zining bathed in 

the divine fire, and the blade of flowing fire in her hand released the power of judgment that could 

punish the evil in the world, slashing thousands of times. 

The three of them worked together and exploded with unparalleled power, forming an invisible wall in 

the sky. The monsters could not cross it at all. The sword light that filled the sky shattered them, and the 

raging holy fire burned them until they screamed. 

The old black dragon looked at this scene in disbelief. 

At this moment, the furious roar of the Black Dragon King came from the starry sky, mixed with traces of 

wailing! 

“The Black Dragon King cannot be humiliated!” 

The old black dragon was extremely sorrowful. 

Back then, the Black Dragon King looked down on the world and slaughtered humans like dogs. At the 

moment of death, they would be surrounded and killed by the combined efforts of humans! What a 

great humiliation! 



It looked at the other experts hidden in the void. The royal bloodline of the Black Dragon Clan flowed in 

its body. 

“Your Highness Cang Shi!” 

The old black dragon knelt and bowed. The hatred it had for Cang Shi in the past disappeared. 

“Please lend the Black Dragon King a hand!” 

Cang Shi revealed its figure. Its body was extremely strong and had explosive power. The scales on its 

body shone with black light and emitted a supreme aura. 

Its eyes were malicious, and its expression was cold. From the beginning of the battle, it had been hiding 

in the void and watching from the sidelines. 

Moreover, it had countless opportunities to help the Black Dragon King out. However, Cang Shi was 

waiting for an opportunity, and it was now. 

“What benefits do I get by helping you?” Cang Shi asked coldly. 

The old black dragon shivered and said with fear and unwillingness, “You’ll be the future Black Dragon 

King!” 

“Good! I was waiting for you to say this!” 

After saying that, it flapped its wings and soared into the sky, heading toward the battlefield in the 

starry sky. 

It was the youngest supreme being of the Black Dragon Clan. It had reached the peak of level 94 in just 

over 30 years. 

“Stop him!” 

Lu Benwei felt a majestic force rising from the ground as if a monster from hell was about to fly into the 

sky. 

“Judgment!” 

With a soft voice, the power of judgment in his hand transformed into thousands of divine weapons that 

slashed at the huge black figure below thousands of times! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

… 

The sound of divine weapons and swords shattering was endless, like paper paste! 

The opponent was the youngest supreme being of the Black Dragon Clan. Monster blood surged all over 

its body, and its fighting spirit was extremely abundant! Cang Shi stepped on the sky, invincible, and 

nothing could stop it. 

Li Tiancheng refused to believe it and launched a peerless attack. Thousands of sword qi slashed at him 

countless times, but it did not reduce his speed at all! 



“Ice Magic: The Snow Goddess’ swan song!” 

A gigantic ice goddess appeared under the night sky, as majestic as a mountain! 

Cold, ethereal, and beautiful were words that describe her. Her body was filled with the power of ice 

elements. She opened her mouth to chant, and a despairing ethereal song resounded across the land. 

Chu Yan was an elementalist. She had already undergone the second class change and became the peak 

of the hunter’s hidden class, the elemental god envoy. She could use any element in the world! 

Now, the ice elements that were attacking her had transformed into a huge ice goddess in her hands, as 

majestic as a mountain! Her body was filled with the power of ice elements! 

“Boom!” 

Heavy snow fell from the sky, and the temperature plummeted. Tiny ice beads began to rapidly 

condense in the air, causing pain to the humans and monsters. 

“Buzz!” 

At this moment, the sky and earth were covered in white! 

Chu Yan had already reached the peak of level 50. When the elemental god envoy reached this realm, 

her every move could change the nature of the world. 

A thick layer of ice appeared on Cang Shi’s skin, and it was instantly covered in snow. However, its 

attacks did not slow down. It continued to move toward the starry sky like a huge iceberg moving 

rapidly. 

Seeing this, Chu Yan did not let it go. She stepped on the Lightning Speed and rushed forward. 

The fire phoenix flew around her. Her black hair scattered and danced in the wind. 

“Fire Magic: Phoenix Cry Shakes the Nine Heavens!” 

The phoenix continued to cry, and the flames erupted, spewing out tongues of fire that destroyed 

everything! 

“Boom!” 

Under the nine heavens, there was the sound of phoenix cries and flames! The flames swept across the 

six directions and pressed down on Cang Shi. 

Chapter 595 Bronze Temple, the Supreme Divine Artifact 

“A single spark dares to compete with a prairie fire?” 

Cang Shi laughed coldly and waved its demonic claws, sending out two balls of black demonic flames. 

The black demonic flames were extremely terrifying and instantly engulfed the Fire Phoenix. 

At the same time, the power of the demonic flame did not decrease. It covered the sky and covered the 

earth, drowning Chu Yan! 



“Yanyan!” Wang Zining was shocked. 

She was the closest to Chu Yan, and when the demonic flames attacked, she was almost affected. She 

subconsciously fled. 

At this moment, raging demonic flames burned in the sky, surrounding Chu Yan in the middle. There was 

no way out of the sky and no way out of the ground. The situation was precarious. 

At this moment, the sacred bronze hall soared through the sky and broke through the wall of fire. It was 

unstoppable! 

“Chu Yan, come in!” 

The gate of the Bronze Temple opened, and Lu Benwei was inside. 

Chu Yan’s eyes were bright, and the fire made her look beautiful and moving. 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan hid in the hall, blocking the terrifying high-temperature demonic flames. 

“This thing again!” 

Cang Shi had been defeated by the Bronze Temple before, so it immediately wanted to retaliate with its 

claws! 

The Bronze Temple trembled as the sun, moon, stars, birds, and monsters shone with a faint fluorescent 

light, scattering divine light as they absorbed the vast demonic flames. 

The sun and moon rose from the east and set from the west, and the stars moved in the sky. A lifelike 

painting appeared on the outer wall of the Bronze Temple. Birds chirped and monsters roared in the 

forest. 

Cang Shi waved its claws, and the sharp edge swept in all directions, causing the sky to darken. 

“Buzz!” 

Suddenly, the divine power of the Bronze Temple erupted. It trembled and produced a terrifying spatial 

fluctuation that sent Cang Shi flying. 

At the same time, Bronze Temple was sent flying. It was a supreme divine weapon, more powerful than 

a legendary weapon. It could still be safe and sound under the terrifying attack of the dragon’s claw. 

At this moment, the sun, moon, stars, birds, and monsters on the outer walls of the hall were still 

emitting a faint fluorescent light, scattering divine splendor outward. 

“What kind of divine item is this?” Cang Shi revealed a shocked expression as it asked. 

Lu Benwei and Chu Yan walked out of the Bronze Temple, looking energetic and safe. 

“This is a peak level-94 monster king. We can’t fight him!” Lu Benwei’s expression was solemn as he 

said, “But we can’t let him go to the sky and disturb Commander Chu’s battle!” 

Li Tiancheng’s pupils constricted. “Lu Benwei, don’t tell me you’re going to use the Bronze Temple as a 

shield to fight Cang Shi?” 



“No!” Chu Yan did not agree, afraid that Lu Benwei would lose. “If we work together, we can stop him!” 

“Relying on the Bronze Temple to kill a monster king is a little too much.” Lu Benwei said, “But it’s still 

possible to stop it from helping the Black Dragon king. I have the protection of the Bronze Temple and 

the Nine Tribulations Regeneration Technique. It can’t hurt me at all! What you need to do is to help me 

stop the other monsters!” 

Everyone was helpless. Lu Benwei was their only breakthrough and could hinder Cang Shi. 

“It’s here. Let’s go!” Lu Benwei said and charged forward. 

With a wave of his hands, he directed the Bronze Temple toward Cang Shi! 

Demonic power flowed from Cang Shi’s body, and a blazing demonic light flowed between its scales. 

Then, like a meteor that could destroy the world, it bombarded the Bronze Temple! 

“Boom!” 

The earth-shattering collision caused the aftershock to cause the sky to lose its color, and the night sky 

was cloudless. 

Cang Shi coughed up large mouthfuls of blood and flew backward. Lu Benwei’s situation was not good 

either. The aftershock had shattered his internal organs and his body was festering! 

The combat strength of a level-94 king was too terrifying, especially for a monster king like Cang Shi, 

who possessed the noble king’s blood! 

Before this, Lu Benwei had relied on the might of the Bronze Temple to make many kings tremble in 

fear. Now, he had suffered a loss for the first time. His body was almost beaten into a cloud of blood 

mist. 

“This copper palace is mine!” 

Cang Shi transferred the bloodline of the Black Dragon Clan and healed its wounds. 

“How dare you!” Lu Benwei said angrily. 

“Your body has been shattered by the aftershock. If you don’t heal yourself, you’ll die. What do you 

have to stop me?” 

After Cang Shi said that, it stretched out its hand to grab the Bronze Temple. 

Lu Benwei sneered in his heart, his eyes deep and calm. 

When Cang Shi got close, he activated the Bronze Temple, and a terrifying divine might exploded out as 

it smashed down on Cang Shi! 

“Boom!” 

Cang Shi was caught off guard. The scales on half of its body fell off like leaves after a strong wind swept 

through the forest, revealing its reddish-black skin! 

“Impossible!” 



Cang Shi was furious, and a beam of light shot out from its eyes, which pierced through the sky. 

“You’re already heavily injured, how can you activate this supreme divine artifact again?” 

Lu Benwei’s eyes burned brightly. His entire body was bathed in flames. His festering body was repairing 

bit by bit, like a phoenix rising from the ashes. 

“What kind of healing technique is this to have such power?” 

Cang Shi was once again shocked, and its terrifying demonic eyes widened. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes were cold as he looked at the dragon calmly. The Nine Tribulations Regeneration 

Technique was activated, and all injuries were gone. 

“Judgment!” 

This was an earth-shattering attack. It was a legendary skill. It shone brightly in Lu Benwei’s hands and 

released a powerful force. 

Tens of thousands of beams of the power of judgment gathered and transformed into tens of thousands 

of sharp divine weapons that slashed at Cang Shi. 

“Since I can’t kill you physically, then I’ll destroy your body and soul!” 

Cang Shi opened its mouth and spat out a demonic sound that reverberated between heaven and earth. 

It rumbled like a ghost crying! 

“Woo!” 

The evil ghosts were howling and clashing with the thousands of divine weapons. 

“Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

… 

Cang Shi’s demonic might was unparalleled. The demonic sound pierced through everything and 

shocked Lu Benwei’s soul! 

Nine Tribulations Regeneration Technique, seventh tribulation! 

Lu Benwei’s body was bathed in the fire of rebirth, and his soul origin was also within! 

“Kakaka-” 

The demonic sound pierced through the heavens and earth. Nothing could stop it. Its power was 

extremely terrifying, and it directly attacked the source of one’s soul. 

However, the Nine Tribulations Regeneration Technique was heaven-defying. It continued to repair Lu 

Benwei’s shattered soul source and body at the same time. 

When the monsters on the ground saw this scene, their bodies trembled. 

“What kind of person is this kid? Lord Cang Shi can’t do anything to him.” 



Cang Shi was incomparably shocked. It was the future emperor of the Black Dragon Clan. Why could he 

not even take down a human brat now? It was simply unheard of! 

“Ah!” 

Demonic power flowed around its body, and blazing demonic light flowed between its scales. 

The demonic sound became even more mournful as if the baby of an evil ghost had appeared and was 

crying! 

Lu Benwei’s soul origin began to shatter. The Nine Tribulations Regeneration Technique, the seventh 

tribulation, was somewhat difficult to deal with! 

“Annoying fellow!” 

“Lu Benwei!” 

Chu Yan and the others cried out in panic when they saw this. 

At this moment, Lu Benwei was in danger. 

Chapter 596 Great Retreat 

“Buzz!” 

A trembling sound resounded through the world, followed by a terrifying fluctuation. 

A full moon slowly rose into the sky, emitting wisps of clear light. 

“What’s that thing?” 

Everyone felt this powerful fluctuation, and their bodies and souls trembled! 

They looked up and saw a full moon hanging high in the sky. The fluctuations it emitted shook the souls 

of humans and demons. 

“It’s a spiritual stigma!” one of the monsters exclaimed. 

On the human side, they were overjoyed. The spiritual mark belonged to Lu Benwei, and the soul shock 

attack helped him dissolve Cang Shi’s demonic sound. 

“I didn’t expect you to have such methods!” 

Cang Shi was extremely shocked as he watched Lu Benwei face death. 

“If you want to disturb the battle in the sky, you have to step over my dead body!” Lu Benwei’s 

expression was extremely cold, and his eyes were extremely bright. His dual bloodlines circulated and 

fused in his body, emitting chaotic divine light. 

“Arrogant!” 

Cang Shi roared at the sky, causing the mountains and rivers to tremble. The demonic qi it emitted 

caused the expressions of all living beings in the world to change. Its eyes shot out endless demonic 

light, making it look like a demon lord in the sky. 



Lu Benwei opened his mouth and shouted. Judgment transformed into 108,000 divine weapons and 

rushed forward to fight Cang Shi. 

“Boom!” 

The two of them fought a bloody battle. The humans and monsters on the ground were shocked from 

the bottom of their hearts! 

Cang Shi’s demonic might was peerless, and every punch was filled with 108,000 tons of force. Lu 

Benwei’s flesh and blood flew everywhere, and he turned into a bloody mist several times! 

Lu Benwei’s courage was unstoppable. His blood and qi were exuberant, and his recovery ability was 

astonishing. He circulated the Nine Tribulations Regeneration Technique and bathed in a resurrection to 

undergo the phoenix’s nirvana. He swung his fist and shattered Cang Shi’s scales. 

Everyone was shocked by this. What level was Lu Benwei at? He could fight with a level-94 monster king. 

Although he could not win, he could make the terrifying monster king bleed. 

“Lu Benwei seems to be only level 60, right?” 

Li Tiancheng’s voice was neither loud nor soft, but it pierced through the universe. 

The soldiers of the Furious Dragon Legion who were traveling with them almost fainted. Level 60 was 

enough to compete with the upper-level monster king. In time, they would become level 90 kings. 

Would that mean that they would be the rulers of the world? 

The monsters also heard Li Tiancheng’s voice and almost vomited blood. A level-60 human was 

competing with their level-94 supreme existence? It was simply unheard of! 

“Roar!” 

Cang Shi roared like a wild beast. Lu Benwei died and lived, but it could not destroy him at all! 

“A great humiliation!” 

Demon blood surged all over its body as it swung its huge fist and launched a crazy attack. 

At this moment, the sky seemed to have been shattered by it. It was extremely explosive. 

“Puff!” 

Lu Benwei turned into a bloody mist and flew out. 

Then, it opened its mouth and breathed out a fire that could burn the world. It wanted to refine Lu 

Benwei’s flesh, blood, and soul. 

“Not good!” 

For the first time, Lu Benwei realized that something was wrong. The Nine Tribulations Regeneration 

Technique had not been cultivated to the highest level, so it could not resist the demonic flames that 

refined the soul. With a thought, he directed the Bronze Temple to attack Cang Shi! 

“Boom!” 



Cang Shi was sent flying by the impact, and many scales fell off its body. 

However, it was determined to kill them all. Even with the Bronze Temple blocking it, it would still 

unleash its world-destroying demonic flames. 

“Boom!” 

The demonic flame refined the night sky and trapped Lu Benwei in the center. 

At this moment, a dazzling light came from the starry sky. A divine rainbow crossed and scattered the 

demonic flames in the night sky. 

It was Chu Tianxiong! He descended from the sky, dispelled the demonic flames, and saved Lu Benwei. 

A wolf’s howl resounded throughout the world. A giant golden shadow descended from the sky and 

crashed into the ground like a comet. 

“Boom!” 

The golden wolf and Cang Shi collided in an earth-shattering manner. It tore off one of Cang Shi’s arms 

and swallowed it directly. The sound of bones and flesh cracking could be heard. Everyone felt their hair 

stand on end. The vice-captain was even more terrifying than a monster. 

At the same time, the figure of the kings of the Furious Dragon Legion appeared and stood on the top of 

the clouds. They were bathed in blood, and their bodies were covered in wounds of all sizes. It was as if 

they had just walked out of hell. 

Only the Black Dragon King was nowhere to be seen. The hearts of the monsters were beating wildly. 

They had a premonition that something bad was going to happen! 

“Black Dragon King!” 

The monsters of the Black Dragon Clan roared toward the sky, calling out to their supreme king! 

“Black Dragon King, please show your divine might! Appear in the world!” The black dragons roared in 

grief. 

The sky was quiet, and the stars were shining. Only the figure of the Black Dragon King was not seen. 

“Did you succeed?” Lu Benwei asked. 

“Haha!” The golden wolf laughed slyly. “It’s just a monster king with insufficient blood essence. Isn’t it 

doing whatever you want? Speaking of which, I’m more or less regretful that I didn’t get to taste the 

flesh and blood of the Black Dragon King.” 

His words sent chills down everyone’s spines, and the Black Dragon Clan was filled with grief and 

indignation. 

“Kill them and avenge the Black Dragon King!” The Black Dragon Clan’s killing intent was monstrous. 

They wanted to stomp everyone into meat paste today! 

Their supreme leader had fallen into the desolate universe, and even its corpse could not return to its 

roots. It was simply a great humiliation to the Black Dragon Clan! 



“Little ones, follow me and use the bloodline formation to kill these humans!” The old black dragon 

roared indignantly! 

The bloodline formation was the treasure of every monster clan. Whenever a supreme being or expert 

of the monster clan died, their bones and blood would be fused into the bloodline formation. 

It contained the bones, blood, and souls of the strongest monster in every generation. It had the power 

to transcend the river of time! 

“Guan Lou, where’s your formation?” Chu Tianxiong roared, his voice piercing through the millions of 

soldiers. 

“I’ve long prepared it. The location is….” Guan Lou used the internal communicator of the Furious 

Dragon Legion to send the coordinates of the teleportation formation to everyone! 

“Golden wolf, you take the bones, blood, and heart of the Black Dragon King first. I’ll cover the rear!” 

Chu Tianxiong gave the order, and the entire army of the Furious Dragon Legion began to retreat. 

“Lu Benwei, Li Tiancheng, help me!” 

“Sure!” 

The two of them immediately acted, joining forces with Chu Tianxiong to cover the rear of the army! 

At this moment, a galaxy appeared in the sky. It was Lu Benwei using the Star Shattering Fist. The power 

of the stars was wisps, emitting a powerful might. 

“Star Shattering Fist!” 

“Boom!” 

Lu Benwei swung his fists and threw out a Star Shattering Fist. 

Starlight swept through the universe and descended from the sky, forming a galaxy in front of the 

demon army. 

Li Tiancheng wielded a legendary-grade golden longsword and brandished his sword! 

“The sword energy swept across 30,000 miles, and the sword light chilled the 19 continents!” 

A huge golden colossus appeared once again. It stepped into the sky and held a long sword in its hand 

that was the same as Li Tiancheng’s. It looked majestic and majestic like a divine weapon. 

Chapter 597 The Shadow in the Monster Army 

In the sky, the light was blazing. 

Chu Tianxiong was leading Lu Benwei and Li Tiancheng with unparalleled might! 

The heads of the black dragons fell to the ground like heavy rain. 

Cang Shi saw that the Black Dragon King had fallen and was unable to fight Chu Tianxiong. Moreover, its 

great cause of ascending the throne was almost complete. 



If the monsters fought Chu Tianxiong, they would be afraid of mishaps, so they would just watch from 

the sidelines and wait for the right time to strike. 

Chu Tianxiong led Lu Benwei and Li Tiancheng to slaughter the Black Dragon army. The heads of the 

monsters fell to the ground, and the scene was extremely bloody. 

Some of the Black Dragon Clan’s experts were terrified and refused to go forward to fight with them. 

Only the old black dragon and a few other experts were unwilling. They shouted, “Chu Tianxiong, our 

Black Dragon Clan is irreconcilable with you. We swear that we’ll bury you with the Black Dragon King!” 

Chu Tianxiong’s eyes were blazing with a matchless radiance. His elemental powers carried the aura of 

nature and transformed into elemental god sources that revolved around him. He stood under the 

starry sky and looked down at the monsters in front of him. 

“Boom!” 

The old black dragon was furious. It attacked together with the Black Dragon King’s followers. 

Chu Tianxiong was not afraid at all. He said to Lu Benwei and Li Tiancheng, “Brats, watch carefully. 

Whether you can comprehend anything depends on your luck!” 

In an instant, the sun, the moon, and the galaxy began to revolve around him. All the elements in the 

world were used by him. 

“Elemental Crossing Star Path!” 

The river of stars turned upside down, and blood splattered everywhere. The power of all kinds of 

elements evolved into the ultimate weapon to kill the enemy. They pierced through the river of stars 

and turned the monsters that attacked in front of them into ashes. 

This was an earth-shattering attack. The power of all kinds of elements in his hand was dazzling to the 

extreme, and it seemed like it could split the sky and earth in the next second. 

This move seemed to have touched the rules of this world. The way it was swung was very mysterious. 

Li Tiancheng watched it carefully and gained some insights. However, he did not know if he could use it 

on sword intent. 

Lu Benwei also had some comprehension and caught a trace of the heaven and earth law fragment. 

“Puff!” 

The bodies of many Black Dragon experts exploded, and their souls no longer existed. 

The entire Black Dragon army and their subordinate monsters were silent out of fear. The atmosphere 

was terrifying. 

“Whoever is unhappy can come forward and die!” 

An extremely domineering roar frightened the army of over100,000 monsters. Some even spat out 

bitter guts and fell to the ground. 



Right at this moment, a loud rumble sounded in the sky. Someone tore through the void and came over. 

“The monster reinforcements are here! This isn’t good!” 

Chu Tianxiong’s expression changed for the first time. He could feel the boundless killing intent coming 

from the starry sky! 

“Let’s go!” 

First, he threw a punch at the sky, and many of his monsters fell. They were also the subordinate 

monsters of the other royal families. 

Then, he brought Lu Benwei and Li Tiancheng and sprinted through the sky toward the teleportation 

formation. 

At this moment, the Black Dragon Clan finally reacted and cried tears of joy! 

“Reinforcements are here!” 

“Let’s kill!” 

“We must let the Furious Dragon Legion die here and avenge the Black Dragon King!” 

A demonic voice came from the void crack in the sky. 

“Chu Tianxiong, you dare to commit such a crime in my territory. Today, none of you from the Furious 

Dragon Legion can leave.” 

This was an extremely terrifying sound. Just the demonic sound alone made Lu Benwei and the others 

bleed from their seven orifices, and their bodies and souls trembled! 

Chu Tianxiong’s expression changed again. When Lu Benwei and Li Tiancheng heard this, their 

expressions changed. 

The Imperial Destruction Clan was one of the three great imperial monster clans. They were the rulers of 

the Devil’s Den! 

“Boom!” 

“Ah!” 

The sound of the sky cracking was accompanied by a strange cry. The spatial rift of the teleportation 

spread and opened the sky. 

The Imperial Destruction Clan’s monsters stretched out their huge bodies from the cracks, causing 

everyone to be terrified. They were huge, strong, and powerful. The most ordinary monster was ten 

meters tall, and its body was covered in dense black scales. 

The Imperial Destruction King’s head was wide, and its eyes were deep. Its face was very scary, and 

there were two pairs of sharp thorns on both sides of its body. There was a burning array on its chest, 

and a dense destructive power was burning, raining down flames and destruction! 



Once upon a time, the Imperial Destruction King had once caused a shocking disaster. It led the 

monsters of the Devil’s Den and almost destroyed the entire human civilization, causing the world to 

enter a dark age that made people tremble in fear. 

“Divine Sword of Destruction!” 

Lu Benwei raised his sword and swung it, unleashing a destructive sword light. He wanted to fight 

against the Imperial Destruction Clan’s king. 

Who knew that one of the experts from the Imperial Destruction Clan would open its mouth and 

activate the array in front of its chest, sucking in the endless destructive sword light into its stomach? 

Lu Benwei was stunned for a moment. 

“What?” Li Tiancheng said in disbelief, “You used such a terrifying move, but it was all absorbed by 

them?” 

As soon as Li Tiancheng finished speaking, the expert from the Imperial Destruction Clan opened its 

mouth and spat out a demonic light condensed from the power of destruction. It was extremely bright, 

and there was a faint aura of the Divine Sword of Destruction within! 

Lu Benwei and Li Tiancheng were stunned for a moment before they reacted and defended. 

“Judgment!” 

“The sword energy swept across 30,000 miles, and the sword light chilled the 19 continents!” 

Lu Benwei shouted, and the power of judgment transformed into 108,000 divine weapons to block the 

destructive demonic light. 

The overbearing sword qi attacked at the same time, slashing out thousands of times. Every sword qi 

was majestic and sharp like dragons swimming out of the sea. Their aura was like a huge mountain 

collapsing, invincible! 

“Boom!” 

Destructive devilish light towered into the sky. The devilish light was blazing, and it was incomparably 

domineering. 

The 108,000 divine weapons and tens of millions of sword qi were all turned into pieces by the 

destructive demonic light like paper. 

Both of them changed their expressions. This was because this was a rare setback for the two of them. 

For the first time in their lives, they felt that they had encountered a strong enemy! 

“Boom!” 

Chu Tianxiong came to the rescue, unleashing an extreme elemental storm, turning the expert of the 

Imperial Destruction Clan into dust. 

“The Imperial Destruction King isn’t like the other monsters. It’s extremely powerful, so we can’t 

underestimate it! The Imperial Destruction King is only at the same level as you!” 



Chu Tianxiong grabbed Lu Benwei and Li Tiancheng and ran with them! 

At this moment, the sneer of the Imperial Destruction King came from the void crack of the 

teleportation array. 

“Why are you meddling in a fight between children? My daughter, go and meet Commander Chu for 

me!” 

As soon as it finished speaking, a figure emerged from the void crack. 

It was not as tall as the monsters of the Imperial Destruction Clan. Instead, it was petite, no different 

from a human. To be precise, it was alone. At this moment, its eyes were cold, and its hair was blown 

away by the wind. 

Lu Benwei raised his head and looked over, his pupils rapidly contracting. 

Chapter 598 Return 

The beautiful figure on the top of the clouds was peerless and beautiful. 

It was a pity that such a beauty had a bone-chilling aura, and its body was emitting a terrifying 

destructive power. Even the souls of monsters could not help but tremble when they met its gaze. 

Lu Benwei’s mind was blank. That beautiful figure was Lu Ziling! 

Chu Tianxiong turned around and looked around, his pupils contracting. 

“Lu Ziling? How is this possible?” 

At this moment, Lu Ziling waved her hand and unleashed a wave of destructive demonic flames. The 

power was monstrous and drowned the galaxy. 

Chu Tianxiong was shocked. The power Lu Ziling had unleashed had the aura of a monster king! 

A vast expanse of demonic flames rolled out, sweeping across the six directions, and shaking the eight 

wastelands. It was extremely terrifying! 

“Boom!” 

Chu Tianxiong swung his fist and unleashed an elemental storm. Accompanied by lightning and thunder, 

the wind howled, and elemental radiance exploded! 

“Boom!” 

The two elements collided. The purple demonic flames contained destructive power. Like a purple flood, 

they crushed the vast starry sky and shattered the elemental storm. 

However, the elemental storm neutralized most of the destructive power of the demonic flame, but the 

terrifying fluctuation sent the three of them flying. 

“Ziling, what’s wrong?” 

Lu Benwei activated his Lightning Speed and flew up to the top of the clouds to question Lu Ziling. 



At this moment, a divine rainbow stepped through the starry sky and stopped Lu Benwei. 

“Lu Benwei, I know that you’re confused and want an explanation. But the time isn’t now!” Chu 

Tianxiong said in a low voice. 

The sounds of battle in the heavens and earth continued. Monsters were charging ahead. 

The teleportation formation was right there! 

Chu Yan and the rest of the Furious Dragon Legion stared at the beautiful figure in the sky in disbelief. At 

the same time, they were anxiously waiting for Chu Tianxiong and the other two to return. 

“Everyone is waiting for us! I think you should know what to do!” 

Chu Tianxiong shook Lu Benwei’s body vigorously, trying to pull him back to reality. 

Lu Benwei’s eyes were no longer empty, and his thoughts returned to reality. He turned his head and 

looked around. Then, he gritted his teeth and activated his Lightning Speed for Chu Tianxiong and Li 

Tiancheng, helping them escape the pursuit of the Imperial Destruction Clan. 

With a furious roar, Guan Lou threw the heart, bones, and blood of the Black Dragon King into the 

teleportation formation! 

“Buzz!” 

The formation began to operate, and the light was dazzling. This was a super long-distance teleportation 

array that could allow tens of thousands of people to pass through at the same time. 

Without the pure energy in the Black Dragon King’s heart and bones, it would be impossible to use it as 

fuel. 

The life and death of the 100,000 soldiers of the Furious Dragon Legion were all entrusted to this 

formation. 

Black Dragon King’s heart, bones, and blood were slowly melting in the center of the magic formation, 

providing it with energy that was as vast as a mountain. 

“After spending so much effort, it turns out that you want to cross the void and return to the Dragon 

Kingdom!” 

The Imperial Destruction King let out a cold laugh from the spatial crack. 

“It’s a pity that you’re too late.” 

While it was speaking, the 100,000 soldiers of the Furious Dragon Legion had already started to cross 

the void. The Imperial Destruction Clan was a step too late. 

However, at this moment, the teleportation array was still slowly rotating. 

“You’re in my territory, and you want to leave after killing my people? Wouldn’t I, the Imperial 

Destruction King, be laughed at by those two?” 



The Imperial Destruction King sneered and said to Lu Ziling, “My dear daughter, go. Lead our clansmen 

and compatriots to the Dragon Kingdom and start a massacre!” 

As soon as the Imperial Destruction King’s voice fell, Lu Ziling led her troops to the teleportation 

formation. 

Just as they were about to cross the void, Lu Ziling suddenly took a few steps back! 

A powerful blade energy slashed across the sky, and his target was not Lu Ziling, but the center of the 

teleportation array! 

“Buzz!” 

Changhe slashed out several times in a row, shattering the void and destroying the array core. The 

teleportation formation came to an abrupt stop! 

“I know you. Your name is Lu Ziling!” 

Changhe raised his knife and looked at Lu Ziling quietly. 

“Although I don’t know what happened to you and I might not be able to wake you up, I still have to say 

it. Do you remember that kid just now? That’s your younger brother. He’s been looking for you for many 

days.” 

His expression was calm, completely ignoring the monsters surrounding him as if there was nothing 

around him. 

“Anyway, you have to remember that you’re a human, and you’re on our side.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Lu Ziling waved her hand and summoned a ball of hot demonic flames, 

which melted the river and left nothing behind. 

He did not want to resist, nor could he cause any waves. It was the best thing for him that the other 

party could give him a quick death. After all, his mission had already been accomplished, and there was 

nothing left in the world for him to miss. 

At this moment, an angry roar suddenly came from the sky. A blood-colored figure rushed into the void 

crack. He was filled with killing intent. 

“Imperial Destruction King, return the lives of my clan!” The Blood Monster’s figure appeared in the sky, 

filled with monstrous killing intent and anger! 

The Imperial Destruction King laughed coldly. It released a divine sense and directly fixed the Blood 

Monster in the sky. 

“I was wondering why the prince of the Blood Monster Clan had disappeared. So, you’ve e been staying 

with the humans.” 

The Blood Monster roared in anger. “Imperial Destruction King, why did you destroy my Blood Monster 

Clan?” 

The Imperial Destruction King did not reply. It only sneered. 



Lu Ziling rose into the air, grabbed the Blood Monster, and brought him into the void crack. 

… 

At the same time. 

The Furious Dragon Legion successfully crossed the void and returned to the camp in the western 

suburbs of the Dragon Kingdom. 

Everyone was in a daze and felt a little disillusioned. 

After half a year of bloody battles in the outer realm, they had now returned to the Dragon Kingdom. 

They felt that it was somewhat unrealistic, but they were also somewhat happy! 

After an unknown period, a soldier raised his arms and cheered, “We’re back!” 

This sentence was like a stone hitting the calm surface of the water. Many soldiers cheered and drank 

from the warehouse. 

In April, everything was flourishing, and the earth was full of vitality. 

The soldiers returned from the outer realms as if they had been reborn. 

Lu Benwei looked up and slowly exhaled. 

“Sister Ziling, what happened?” 

“Lu Benwei!” Chu Tianxiong suddenly called out, pulling him to the side. 

“In any case, Lu Ziling is still alive, and we know where she is. This may not be a bad thing.” Chu 

Tianxiong went straight to the point. 

Seeing Lu Ziling fighting side by side with the monsters, he was a little confused. It was as if she was the 

“daughter” of the Imperial Destruction King as if she had been bewitched. 

“What do you plan to do next?” Chu Tianxiong paused and asked. 

Lu Benwei slowly let out a breath of turbid air, venting the gloominess in his heart. 

“Become stronger!” His answer was crisp. Chu Tianxiong was dazed for a long time before nodding. 

“With your current level 60, you can rival level-90 magical beasts. Your future achievements will be 

limitless. If I give you some more time, perhaps the era of the entire population changing classes can 

really end in your hands.” 

Chapter 599 Shock 

The news of the Furious Dragon Legion crossing the void and returning from the outer realm spread 

throughout the entire Dragon City! 

“What? The Furious Dragon Legion has successfully returned from the outer realm?” 

“That’s great. With the Furious Dragon Legion around, we citizens can rest easy and not worry about the 

arrival of monsters.” 



“The Furious Dragon Legion has already been out in the outer realms for more than half a year. I almost 

thought that they had all fallen.” 

The people of Dragon City cheered, their hearts finally settled. 

At the same time, the news of the Furious Dragon Legion’s safe return also reached the ears of the eight 

great families. 

“Damn Lu Benwei, it’s all your fault!” 

Zhu Haitian, the head of the Zhu family, was extremely furious. Anger burst out from his seven orifices. 

“My lord, please calm down. Compared to Lu Benwei, we should think about how to bear the wrath of 

the Furious Dragon Legion,” a servant said in a trembling voice. 

“After all, we were the ones who proposed the plan to trap the Furious Dragon Legion and send them to 

the outer realms.” 

Zhu Haitian’s expression turned cold, and he immediately said, “Quickly contact the other seven families 

and hold a meeting.” 

“Yes, sir!” 

On the other side, in the Qi family mansion. 

This was an extremely classic dragon-style manor. It was decorated with green bricks and black tiles. 

“That’s what happened.” 

“Chu Tianxiong and Lu Benwei have successfully crossed the void and returned to the camp of the 

Furious Dragon Legion,” a servant bowed and said to Qi Wen. 

Qi Wen was originally in the pavilion, happily sipping tea with a few old friends. When he heard the 

news that Lu Benwei and the Furious Dragon Legion had successfully returned, he felt unwell. 

“Damn Lu Benwei! Damn Chu Tianxiong! Why are you guys so persistent?” 

At this moment, another servant came to report, “The rest of the Qi family’s heads invited you for a 

meeting.” 

Qi Wen’s eyes narrowed, and the anger in his heart dissipated by more than half. “Where’s the 

location?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the Zhu family and the Yan family arrived first. Their interests were the 

same for the time being. 

Different from the Zhu, Qi, and Yan families, the other five families had an ambiguous attitude toward 

Lu Benwei. 

As for the Zhu and Qi families, they had a blood feud with Lu Benwei. The Yan family wanted to take 

back the artifact, the Bronze Temple, that belonged to their ancestor! 



Then, the other five families arrived one after another. They were the Ma, Jiang, Chen, Dongfang, and 

Wenren families. 

In the Qi family’s living room, the eight families sat around a mahogany round table. A few lights that 

were as bright as dusk reflected the expressions on the eight people’s faces. They were depressed, 

angry, and calm. 

The head of the Wenren family, Wenren Fei, had a rough appearance. His voice was sonorous and deep, 

like a huge bell exploding in people’s ears. 

“I say, everyone, let’s not waste time. If you have any ideas, just say them out loud. Everything can be 

discussed!” 

He was a level-90 king, and his battle prowess was immense. When he spoke, his eyes seemed to be 

burning with flames! 

“If we don’t get rid of Chu Tianxiong, it will be difficult for our plan to proceed,” someone said. His voice 

was cold and eerie, making people shudder. 

The other family heads nodded in agreement. They reached a rare consensus on eliminating the Furious 

Dragon Legion. 

“What is their attitude toward our plan?” 

Ma Tenghua, the head of the Ma family, who was sitting in the innermost part of the living room, 

opened his eyes faintly. He was wearing a pair of thick gold-rimmed glasses, and his eyes were deep and 

seemed to be serious and thoughtful. When he spoke just now, his thick glasses emitted a cold light. 

“What else can we do? We’ve sent people to negotiate many times, but they either closed the door and 

refused guests, or that broom chased our people out,” a family head said unhappily. 

Ma Tenghua heaved a sigh of relief and pondered for a moment. “We can ignore those people for now. 

The main thing is to think of a way to get rid of Chu Tianxiong. After all, Chu Tianxiong is the only one 

with an army, and he also has a large population base.” 

Some of the clan heads nodded. They had always agreed to get rid of Chu Tianxiong. 

However, some family heads were very disdainful. For example, the family head of the Wenren family, 

Wenren Fei. He clenched his fist and knocked on the table. 

“After talking for so many days, you’re still talking nonsense. It’s true that we’ll get rid of Chu Tianxiong. 

We’ve already tried using someone else’s knife to kill him. We’ve completely shed all pretense of 

cordiality with him, so what should we do next?” 

The scene was so silent that one could hear a pin drop. 

Ma Tenghua, the head of the Ma family, rested his elbows on the armrests of the chair, his two fingers 

pressed against each other as if he was deep in thought. 

The other seven families’ heads also frowned and pondered. 



“In my opinion, we might as well lead our armies into Swallow Dragon Mountain and kill Chu Tianxiong.” 

Wenren Fei was a little impatient. He did not want to think about it, so he shouted. 

Swallow Dragon Mountain was the encampment of the Furious Dragon Legion. The terrain was 

dangerous, and the mysterious Swallow Dragon Secret Realm was in the Swallow Dragon Mountain 

Range. The Furious Dragon Legion was responsible for protecting Dragon Capital and suppressing the 

Swallow Dragon Secret Realm. 

When Wenren Fei said this, many family heads frowned slightly. 

“Brother Wenren, you’re attacking Swallow Dragon Mountain so brazenly. Let’s not talk about whether 

we can succeed or not. What about our next plan?” 

“Brother Wenren, the most important thing in our plan is to win the hearts of the people!” Ma Tenghua 

laughed. 

Wenren Fei’s thoughtless words made everyone laugh in their hearts. However, no one dared to show 

it. 

Wenren Fei was the strongest of the eight family leaders. Even among the kings of the eight great 

families, his strength was at the top. He was also the only one who relied on his strength to become the 

family head. 

Wenren Fei was stunned. He sat back down and cursed, “Old Ma, I’m simple-minded. You’re smart. 

What should we do?” 

“I was just thinking about it. Since Chu Tianxiong and his Furious Dragon Legion have hearts, we’ll just 

destroy him.” 

Ma Tenghua’s gaze was sharp, and his lenses reflected a vast white light. 

“I remember there was a religious organization not long ago. The God Welcoming Association, right? 

Can you help me contact them?” 

“Old Ma, what are you trying to do?” 

“The God Welcoming Association ceremony has already been confirmed to be a conspiracy among the 

monsters.” 

Ma Tenghua chuckled and shook his head. “Nothing. I just feel that this welcoming ceremony is a little 

interesting. Maybe they’re on the same side as us.” 

Everyone swallowed their saliva, feeling that Ma Tenghua’s laughter was particularly sinister and 

terrifying. 

“Leave this matter to me. The meeting is over. Is there anything else that you want to add?” 

Zhu Haitian, Qi Wen, and the Yan family heads exchanged glances. “There’s one more thing.” 

Chapter 600 Secret Meeting 



“There’s one more thing,” Zhu Haitian muttered to himself and stopped everyone who was about to 

leave. 

Some people had already left their seats, but when they heard Zhu Haitian’s words, they returned to 

their seats. 

Ma Tenghua glanced at Zhu Haitian, Qi Wen, and the Yan family head, who had their thoughts written 

all over their faces. He laughed coldly in his heart. “Zhu family head, that’s your own private matter. 

Please settle it privately, as long as it doesn’t hinder our plan.” 

Other than the head of the Wenren family, Wenren Fei, the other family heads were smart. Ma Tenghua 

was even more of a man of wits, seeing through the private affairs of Zhu Qiyan’s three families at a 

glance. They wanted to use the other five families to get rid of Lu Benwei. 

As for the other families and Lu Benwei, they did not have any obvious conflicts of interest. They had a 

deep hatred for each other. 

Moreover, Lu Benwei was powerful, and a level-80 king might not be a match for him. Ma Tenghua did 

not want to take the risk with the three families. 

The Zhu, Qi, and Yan family heads understood Ma Tenghua’s meaning and looked at each other 

awkwardly. They were also quite smart, or else they would not have been able to become the head of 

their families. 

Only Wenren Fei, who was smart, was curious. “Old Zhu, what is it? Do you need help?” 

At this moment, the head of the Chen family suddenly said, “Tsk, isn’t it that student from Jiangsu and 

Zhejiang Hunter University, Lu Benwei?” 

“What?” 

Wenren Fei was shocked. 

“Lu Benwei who killed Old Qi’s son and daughter?” 

Qi Wen and Zhu Haitian looked extremely embarrassed. Wenren Fei was a reckless person who spoke 

without thinking. His words had poked at their sore spots. 

However, the other party had good intentions. The two of them could only endure their heartache and 

nod. “Yes, that Lu Benwei.” 

“Damn it, after so many years, this is the first time someone dares to provoke our eight great families. 

Old Zhu, Old Qi, don’t worry, I’ll help you vent your anger!” Wenren Fei patted his chest. 

The other four family heads were all teasing him. They raised their legs high as if they were waiting to 

watch a good show. 

“Since Brother Wenren is helping Old Zhu and Old Qi vent his anger, we can rest assured. If there’s a 

need, just ask!” the other family heads said. 

Qi Wen and Zhu Haitian rolled their eyes in their hearts. “Hehe, you say it better than you sing.” 



However, they still expressed their gratitude to Wenren Fei. 

Ma Tenghua sneered in his heart, but he chuckled. “Since Brother Wenren has helped us, Old Qi and Old 

Zhu will have their wish fulfilled.” 

… 

On the other side, Lu Benwei was preparing to return to Jiangzhe Hunter University after a short rest. 

“Lu Benwei, Yanyan!” 

The formation master suddenly stopped them and ran over, panting. Before the two of them could 

speak, Guan Lou said, “Don’t leave yet. Follow me.” 

Lu Benwei was very puzzled, but he still followed Guan Lou back to the camp. 

On the way, Guan Lou asked, “Li Tiancheng, what do you plan to do in the future?” 

Li Tiancheng pondered for a moment and said, “I’ll go back to school to prepare for the graduation 

assessment first.” 

Halfway through his sentence, Li Tiancheng suddenly stopped, and his face suddenly turned red. 

“Hey, you’re a big guy. Why are you blushing?” The old beggar teased. 

“You just want to join the Furious Dragon Legion, right? You’re too embarrassed to say it, so I’ll say it for 

you!” 

Guan Lou’s expression was extremely shocked, his eyeballs almost popping out. 

“Li Tiancheng, do you really want to join the Furious Dragon Legion?” 

“Yes! Joining the Furious Dragon Legion has been my dream since I was young!” Li Tiancheng answered 

without hesitation. 

At this moment, Guan Lou was both surprised and happy. Who was Li Tiancheng? The number one 

student at Yanjing Hunter University! His strength was obvious to the entire Furious Dragon Legion! 

In the entire country, there were very few people his age who could be his match! Of course, other than 

Lu Benwei, this pervert. 

Li Tiancheng thought to himself, ‘Officer Guan, did you not welcome me?’ 

“Welcome, you’re very welcome!” 

Guan Lou was so happy that he slapped his thigh and nodded repeatedly. 

“Your strength is obvious to the entire Furious Dragon Legion! It’s not a problem to enter the Furious 

Dragon Legion without any test!” 

Li Tiancheng revealed a comfortable smile when he heard this. 

“Benwei, what about you?” Guan Lou turned around and asked, “Do you want to join the Furious 

Dragon Legion?” 



As soon as he finished speaking, Guan Lou regretted saying this. 

Lu Benwei was the most monstrous person he had ever seen. It was not an exaggeration to say that he 

was the most extraordinary since ancient times. 

The current him had unlimited potential. Joining the army too early would only restrict him! 

Lu Benwei also knew this and shook his head. “I want to travel the world and become stronger as soon 

as possible. I want to enter the Devil’s Den as soon as possible.” 

The atmosphere suddenly became heavy. Everyone knew that Lu Benwei’s sister, Lu Ziling, had been 

bewitched and stood with the monsters. 

Lu Benwei slowly let out a breath of turbid air. Seeing that the atmosphere was a little heavy, he 

immediately changed the topic. “Old beggar, what about you?” 

“Me?” 

The old beggar pondered for a moment and stretched. “I wanted to follow you and find a few good 

seedlings to practice ancient martial arts, but unfortunately, I didn’t meet any!” 

At this moment, Lin Feng, who was at the side, was anxious. “Old man, didn’t you say you wanted to 

take me in as your last disciple? Why are you going back on your word now?” 

The old beggar kicked him away. “I did say that, but I also said that from now on, you can only 

acknowledge me as your master. You can’t acknowledge your teacher from Jiangzhe Hunter University 

either.” 

“You want me to drop out of school and follow you to travel the world? How can I quit school?” Lin Feng 

rubbed his aching butt, his eyes filled with tears. 

“Moreover, from now on, you can’t use your skills. It’s simply a fantasy! If you can’t do these two things, 

don’t even think about learning a single move.” The old beggar glared at him fiercely and raised his hand 

to hit him, scaring Lin Feng so much that he ran away in panic. 

Lu Benwei looked at this pair of living treasures and let out a long sigh. “Old beggar, have you ever 

thought of exploring a path that combines the profession and ancient martial arts?” 

The old beggar was stunned. He swallowed his saliva, and the beard on his face trembled. “Let’s talk 

about it later. The journey is long!” 

Lu Benwei returned to the camp of the Furious Dragon Legion. 

At this moment, the 100,000 soldiers of the Furious Dragon Legion stood in unison on the training 

ground. Their postures were as straight as pine trees, rooted to the ground. 

“The Furious Dragon Legion, all of them-” 

“Salute!” Guan Lou suddenly shouted in a deep voice. 

“Boom!” 

The 100,000 soldiers saluted in unison, and the sound of their arms waving shook the sky. 



“Thank you, brothers, for heading to the Devil’s Den and saving us! From now on, you’re the benefactors 

and friends of our Furious Dragon Legion! All of us will send you off!” 

 


